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Company: MIRA- Search

Location: Dubai

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

We are currently seeking a dynamic and engaging Radio Host to join our team. As a Radio

Host, you will play a crucial role in the success of our radio station. Your main responsibilities

will include working with the editorial team to select news topics for discussion on air,

proposing guests for interviews, and actively participating in the on-air program. It would be

advantageous if you also have a network of contacts who can contribute to the show.

The radio station will have a business-oriented focus, with minimal music content.

Additionally, the station will cover a diverse range of topics such as medicine, technology,

sports, finance, real estate, and more throughout its airtime.

The broadcast would be in English.

Responsibilities:

1. Collaborate with the editorial team to select news topics for on-air discussion;

2. Propose and invite guests to participate in radio interviews, drawing from personal

contacts if available;

3. Actively host and lead on-air programs, engaging and entertaining the audience;

4. Respond to audience SMS messages and ensure interactive communication;

5. Announce and promote upcoming guests, programs, and events.

Requirements

- Previous experience as a Radio Host or in a similar role;

- Excellent verbal and written communication skills in English (native);

- Strong editorial judgment and ability to curate engaging content;

- Well-connected with a network of potential guests or experts;
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- Ability to work under pressure and multitask;

- Strong audience engagement skills to encourage listener participation;

- Knowledge of radio broadcasting principles and regulations.

Benefits

Competitive salary;

Official UAE employment status;

ID provided;

Medical Insurance;
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